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This study focuses on the notion of poverty, which is variously defined and redefined overtime. The study is to propose that its changes shape and reshape the Thai society into producing more severe suffer, especially to the poor people. The aim is to uncover how discourses work in the Thai society, representing the relationship between language, power and society, as well as how the Thai people are concerned with poverty in various dimensions. The data are collected from Thailand’s currently outsted tycoon-cum-Prime Minister, Mr. Thaksin Shinawatra’s talks on his weekly radio program. It investigates how his discourses on poverty are produced and what discursive strategies are employed. The data are divided into three phases: the first two years of his first term, the second two years of his first term and first six-month period of his second term.

The Thaksin’s pivotal policy that says “poverty has to be urgently evaporated from the Thai society within six years” creates a new frame of thought and sets the Thai society on the motion towards extreme materialism which has been seen as a social phenomenon. The study demonstrates that the power of discourse is originated from the interrelationship between the combination of the properties of discourse and the mechanism in human mind/brain and social practice in the given society. The analysis works within critical discourse analysis (CDA) and socio-cognitive approach (SCA), under the Fairclough’s framework and van Dijk’s proposition together with Foucault’s archeology and genealogy’s assumption and Bourdieu’s concept and habitus assumption.
The results show that PM Thaksin employs three strategies at the level of people’s cognitive system; marketing strategies, political strategies and socio-cultural fabrications to constitute his reproduction of discourses on poverty.
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